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ABSTRACT
Distributed systems achieve scalability by distributing load across
many machines, but wide-area deployments can introduce worst-
case response latencies proportional to the network’s diameter. Crux
is a general framework to build locality-preserving distributed sys-
tems, by transforming an existing scalable distributed algorithm A
into a new locality-preserving algorithm ALP , which guarantees
for any two clients u and v interacting via ALP that their interac-
tions exhibit worst-case response latencies proportional to the net-
work latency between u and v. Crux builds on compact-routing the-
ory, but generalizes these techniques beyond routing applications.
Crux provides weak and strong consistency flavors, and shows la-
tency improvements for localized interactions in both cases, specif-
ically up to several orders of magnitude for weakly-consistent Crux
(from roughly 900ms to 1ms). We deployed on PlanetLab locality-
preserving versions of a Memcached distributed cache, a Bamboo
distributed hash table, and a Redis publish/subscribe. Our results in-
dicate that Crux is effective and applicable to a variety of existing
distributed algorithms.
1 INTRODUCTION
Low latency is important for interactive online services, such as
financial transactions, web search, online gaming, social networks,
augmented reality applications. User expectations regarding latency
affect user engagement and satisfaction: 100 ms of latency increase
causes a sales drop of 1% for Amazon [42], the number of Google
searches drops by 0.74% if latency increases by 400 ms [16], user
revenue and satisfaction drop by 1.2% and 0.9% respectively if
Bing latency increases by 500 ms [4].
To decrease latency and increase availability, many services be-
come increasingly distributed. By replicating data and code in geo-
graphically-diverse locations, these services place points of pres-
ence closer to customers. Cloud-computing platforms such as Ama-
zon AWS, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure already facilitate geo-
graphic distribution of any service through their region-based of-
ferings: Amazon’s EC2 service is available in 21 geographical re-
gions [8], Google’s Compute Engine 11 regions [9], and Azure in 38
regions [12]. Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) such as Akamai
facilitate cloud deployment and promise to further decrease latency,
restricted, however, to certain types of content: websites containing
static and dynamically-generated content that does not frequently
change, web conferencing, large file transfer, remote desktop man-
agement [1, 6].
Yet, these solutions are unsuitable for dynamic online services,
e.g., financial transactions, blockchains, augmented reality, because:
1) Cloud regions are too coarse-grained for very localized interac-
tions, e.g., two users in San Francisco involved in a blockchain
transaction may experience a latency penalty proportional to the
diameter of the entire US West region; 2) Unlucky clients that are
close to each other but located just across a region border, e.g., US
East and US West, may require inter-region coordination to ensure
data consistency, which might involve multiple regions depending
on the data access pattern – poor consistency choices that lead to
unnecessary inter-region synchronization may significantly degrade
application latency, e.g., inter-region latency for Amazon can be as
high as 650 ms compared to 50 ms to access the closest region [11];
and 3) Coordination between cloud regions is manual and ad-hoc, in
the hands of the service architect, with at best limited support from
the cloud provider, as illustrated by recent discussions on cloud ser-
vice forums [3, 7, 10].
Instead, companies should be able to develop their general-purpose
distributed service and outsource to a framwework the task of de-
ploying it in a locality-preserving fashion. These companies merely
specify policies such as cost and fine-grained latency bounds be-
tween service clients, and the framework creates a service deploy-
ment recipe regarding replica placement and applies it on the avail-
able data centers or micro-clouds. An effective framework must be:
• Powerful: The framework should optimally implement the la-
tency bounds for any pair of clients that interact through the
service.
• Generic yet simple to use: The framework should be applicable
to a large range of distributed systems. Developers should seam-
lessly make their systems ready for the transformation, through
a few API calls.
• Consistency-aware: Keeping service replicas consistent imposes
interaction overhead. The framework should enable customers
to specify the tradeoff between service latency and consistency
guarantees between the retrieved data.
• Expressive: The customer should be able to express the desired
tradeoff between latency bounds, system load and consistency
guarantees.
• Scalable: The framework deployment and cost in terms of load
should be reasonable with respect to the latency guarantees the
system offers.
In pursuit of first-principles approach to preserving locality in
distributed systems, we propose Crux, a scheme to transform a scal-
able but non-locality-preserving distributed algorithmA into a sim-
ilarly scalable and locality-preserving algorithmALP . Crux deploys
multiple variable-size instances ofA distributed across overlapping
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sets of data centers and scatters requests across these instances, us-
ing structuring techniques inspired by landmark [48] and compact
routing schemes [46, 47]. When any two users u and v interact via
requests they submit to the transformed systemALP , Crux ensures
that the worst-case delays incurred in servicing these requests ex-
hibit a low stretch compared to network delay / distance between u
and v, within the bounds specified by the application developer in
the policy.
To reconcile low latency bounds with consistency guarantees,
Crux creates a replica placement scheme along a routing overlay
where any two nodes’s requests intersect in a nearby replica. Crux
picks an intersection replica according to the desired consistency
level. As an example, a client performing a web search may opt for
retrieving the latest updates, in which case Crux picks a replica that
stores the update of the latest writer. The key insight is of Crux is
that such a replica is always on a low-stretch path between the client
performing the search and the latest update location.
At the heart of Crux is an overlay routing scheme that uses multi-
level landmarks. Inspired by approximate distances and compact
routing graph processing schemes [46, 47], Crux treats all partici-
pating nodes (data centers, microclouds) as nodes in a connected
graph and probabilistically assigns a landmark level to each node
such that higher levels contain exponentially fewer nodes. Crux
then builds subgraphs of shortest paths trees around nodes ensur-
ing that any two nodes always share at least one low-stretch tree.
As a result, higher-leveled nodes act as universal landmarks around
which distant nodes can always interact, while lower-leveled nodes
act as local landmarks, incurring latency proportional to inter-node
distance.
We have implemented Crux-transformed versions of three well-
known distributed systems: (a) theMemcached caching service [21],
(b) the Bamboo distributed hash table (DHT) [15], and (c) a Redis
publish/subscribe service [40]. Experiments in a weak-consistency
setting with roughly 100 participating machines on PlanetLab [19]
demonstrate orders of magnitude improvement in interaction latency
for nearby nodes, reducing some interaction latencies from roughly
900ms to 1ms. Observed latencies are typically much lower than
the upper bounds Crux guarantees, and often close to the experi-
mentally observed optimum. We have also implemented strongly-
consistent Crux using token-passing, which runs on top of Apache
Cassandra [2] clusters. Experiments on 72 Deterlab machines show
that the added latency compared to weakly-consistent Crux aver-
ages at 400ms (but can be as low as 220ms) when access is localized
in a 50ms area of a 370ms-diameter graph (Section 6.5).
The price of Crux’s locality-preservation guarantee is that each
node must participate in multiple instances of the underlying algo-
rithm (Section 6), though these costs depend on tunable parame-
ters (Section 7). Nodes must also handle correspondingly higher
(though evenly balanced) loads, as Crux replicates all requests to
multiple instances. While these costs are significant, we anticipate
they will be surmountable in settings where the benefits of pre-
serving locality are important enough to justify their costs. For ex-
ample, online gaming systems may wish to ensure low response
times when geographic neighbors play with each other; in earth-
quake warning or other disaster response systems it can be crucial
for nearby nodes to receive notice of an event quickly; and modern
Internet and cloud infrastructures incorporate control-plane systems
in which request volume is low but response latency is crucial for
localized events such as outage notifications.
This paper makes four main contributions: 1) a general frame-
work for transforming a scalable distributed system into a locality-
preserving scalable distributed system, 2) a practical application of
compact graph processing schemes to limit interaction latency to
a constant factor of underlying latency, 3) a prototype implemen-
tation demonstrating the feasibility of the approach, and 4) several
globally distributed experimental deployments and an analysis of
their performance characteristics.
2 DESIGN GOALS AND SYSTEMMODEL
This section states the goals of Crux in the example of a typical com-
munication scenario, describes a system model, and lays out key
requirements for the underlying non-locality-preserving distributed
algorithmA that we use as a starting point to develop our algorithm
ALP in Section 3.
2.1 Goal and Success Metric
Consider a simple publish/subscribe service as implemented by Re-
dis [40], for example, distributed across multiple nodes relaying in-
formation via named channels. Suppose this pub/sub cluster spans
servers around the world, and that a user Bob in Boston publishes
an event on a channel that Charlie in New York has subscribed to.
We say that Bob and Charlie interact via this Redis pub/sub chan-
nel, even if Bob and Charlie never communicate directly at network
level. Because the Redis server handling this channel is chosen ran-
domly by hashing the channel name, this server is as likely to be in
Europe or Asia as on the US East Coast, potentially incurring long
interaction latencies despite the proximity of Bob and Charlie to
each other. To preserve locality we prefer if Bob and Charlie could
interact via a nearby Redis server, so that their interactions via this
pub/sub service never require a round-trip to Europe or Asia.
To measure success of preserving locality, we use as our “yard-
stick” the network delay that a pair of users (e.g., Bob and Charlie
in the above example) would observe if they were communicating
directly via the underlying network (e.g., with peer-to-peer TCP
connections). For any distributed service of arbitrary internal com-
plexity and satisfying certain requirements detailed next, we seek a
systematic way to deploy this service over a global network, while
ensuring that any two users’ interaction latency through the service
remains proportional (within polylogarithmic factors) to their corre-
sponding “yardstick”.
2.2 Underlying Network
The final locality-preserving algorithm ALP runs on a distributed
connected network of arbitrary topology that we represent by a
graph (V ,E) consisting of Crux sites v ∈ V and edges (u,v ) ∈ E,
with u,v ∈ V . A Crux site typically represents a small data center
consisting of of several physical hosts, such as servers composing a
cloud service; in the remainder of the paper we refer to Crux sites as
nodes. Edges might represent physical links, TCP connections, tun-
nels, or any other logical communication path. Every pair of nodes
u,v ∈ V have a distance, which we denoteuv. Crux can in principle
use any distance metric. In the remainder of the paper we represent
distances by the round-trip communication delay between u and v
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over the underlying network. uv represents, in fact, the yardstick
against which we compare the latency of ALP .
We assume the chosen distance metric respects the triangle in-
equality, namely that uv < uw +wv for any u,v,w ∈ V . For latency
as a metric, ALP can run on top of a complying overlay network
such as Peerwise [33], where overlay edges are mutually beneficial
for the peers and which aims for low latency.
2.3 System Model
To upgrade the underlying algorithmA to a locality-preserving ver-
sion, Crux creates and manages multiple independent instances of
A, and we assume each Crux site can participate in multiple in-
stances ofA simultaneously. However, Crux does not require these
instances of A to coordinate or be “aware of” each other. Thus,
in practice, a site spreads its A instances on separate physical ma-
chines, such that each machine participates only in a few instances
of A.
We primarily consider interactions between pairs of nodes u and
v, treating a larger interacting group as an aggregate of all pairs of
group members. If A is a DHT, for example, nodes u and v might
interact when u PUTs a key/value pair that v subsequently GETs.
If A is a distributed publish/subscribe service, u and v interact
when u publishes an event on a channel that v subscribes to. In this
way, interactions are logical, not physical, andA can support more
complex forms of interaction not easily satisfied merely by point-
to-point messaging – such as when u and v are not directly aware
of each other but only know a common key or publish/subscribe
channel.
Clients interact indirectly inALP by submitting requests through
some set of front-end or proxies that are part of V . For any pair
of nodes u,v ∈ V interacting in ALP on behalf of clients, their
interaction is successful provided that Crux consistently directs u’s
and v’s requests to at least one common instance of A. Request
processing time is the primary performance metric of interest.
The Properties of the Algorithm A. We assume that A already
scales efficiently, at least up to the size of the target network N =
|V |, i.e., for various specific overheads of interest (e.g., the aver-
age or worst-case growth rates of each node’s CPU load, memory
and/or disk storage overhead), A is “scalable” if those overheads
grow polylogarithmically with network size. We do not attempt to
improveA’s scalability, but merely preserve its scalability while in-
troducing locality preservation properties. Thus, Crux’s scalability
goal is to ensure that the corresponding overheads in the final ALP
similarly grow polylogarithmically in network size.
Regardless of A’s semantics or the specific types of requests
it supports, we assume these requests can be classified into read,
write, or read/write categories. Read requests retrieve information
about state managed byA, write requests insert new information or
modify existing state, and read/write requests may both read exist-
ing state and produce new or modified state.
Finally, we assume that it is both possible and compatible with
A’s semantics, to replicate any incoming request by directing copies
of it to multiple instances ofA. We also assume thatA’s processing
time for any request grows proportionally to the maximum commu-
nication delay among the nodes across which A is distributed.
Figure 1: Dividing a network into concentric rings around a
landmark L to achieve landmark locality.
3 CRUX ARCHITECTURE
We first present a scheme to transformA into an intermediate, landmark-
centric algorithm Alnd , which “preserves locality” in a restrictive
setting where all distances are measured to, from, or via some land-
mark or reference point. Then, by treating all nodes as landmarks
of varying levels and building instances ofAlnd around these land-
marks, we transform Alnd into the final algorithm ALP , which
guarantees locality among all interacting pairs of nodes while keep-
ing overheads polylogarithmic at every node. Finally, we enhance
ALP with strong consistency.
3.1 Landmark-Centric Locality
Crux’s first step is to transform the initial non-locality-preserving al-
gorithm A into an algorithm Alnd that provides landmark-centric
locality: that is, locality when all distances are measured to, from,
or through a well-defined reference point or landmark. We make
no claim that this transform is novel in itself, as many existing dis-
tributed algorithms embody similar ideas [48, 49]; we merely uti-
lize it as one step toward our goal of building a general scheme that
enables locality-preserving systems.
Rings: This first transformation is conceptually simple: given an
arbitrary node L chosen to serve as the landmark, Crux divides all
network nodes v ∈ V into concentric rings or balls around L, as
illustrated in Figure 1, assigning nodes to instances of A accord-
ing to these rings. Successive rings increase exponentially in radius
(distance from L), from some minimum radius rmin to a maximum
radius rmax large enough to encompass the entire network. The
minimum radius rmin represents the smallest “distance granular-
ity” at which Crux preserves locality: Crux treats any node u closer
than rmin to L as if it were at distance rmin . We define the ratio
R = rmax /rmin to be the network’s radius spread. We will assume
R is a power of 2, so the maximum number of rings is log2 (R). For
simplicity we subsequently assume network distances are normal-
ized so that rmin = 1, and hence R = rmax .
Instantiating A: Given these distance rings around L, Crux cre-
ates a separate instance ofA for each non-empty ring. At this point
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we have a design choice between exclusive or inclusive rings, yield-
ing tradeoffs discussed below. With exclusive rings, each network
node belongs to exactly one ring, and hence participates in exactly
one instance of A. With inclusive rings, in contrast, outer rings
“build on” inner rings and include all members of all smaller rings,
so that nodes in the innermost ring (e.g., L and B in Figure 1) partic-
ipate in up to log2 (R) separate instances of A. The choice of inclu-
sive rings obviously increases the resource costs each node incurs –
by a factor of log2 (R) for all “per-instance” costs such as memory,
setup and maintenance bandwidth, etc. We expect inclusive rings to
exhibit more predictable load and capacity scaling properties as dis-
cussed later in Section 3.4, however, so we will henceforth assume
inclusive rings except when otherwise stated.
Replicating requests: Whenever any node u initiates a service
request to Alnd (or whenever a request from an external client ar-
rives via some ingress node u), Crux replicates and directs copies
of the request to the instances of A representing u’s own ring and
all larger rings. Consider for example the case of a simple dis-
tributed key/value store based on consistent hashing, such as Mem-
cached [21]. If node D in Figure 1 issues a write request for some
key k and valuev, then Crux issues copies of this request to the two
(logically independent) Memcached instances representing rings 1
and 2. In this case, key k hashes to node E in ring 1 and to node F
in ring 2, so this replicated write leaves copies of (k,v ) on nodes E
and F . If node B in ring 0 subsequently issues a read request for key
k, Crux replicates this read to all three rings: in this case to node C
in ring 0, which fails to find (k,v ), and in parallel to nodes E and
F , which do (eventually) succeed in finding the item. Since copies
of all requests are directed to the largest ring, any pair of interact-
ing nodes will successfully interact via that outer ring if not (more
quickly) in some smaller interior ring.
Delay Properties of Alnd . The key property Alnd provides is
landmark-centric locality. Specifically, for any two interacting nodes
u and v at distances uL and vL from L, respectively, Alnd can pro-
cess the interaction’s requests in time proportional to max(uL,vL).
By the assumptions in Section 2.3, each instance i of the underly-
ing algorithm A can process a request in time O˜ (Di ), where Di
is the diameter of the set of nodes Vi over which instance i is dis-
tributed. Assuming inclusive rings, for any nodes u,v there is some
innermost ring i containing both u and v. The diameter of ring i
is 2 × 2i , so the ring i instance of A can process requests in time
O˜ (2i ). Assuming rmin = 1 ≤ max(uL,vL), either u or v must be
a distance of at least 2i−1 from L, otherwise there would be a ring
smaller than i containing both u and v. Hence, 2i−1 ≤ max(uL,vL),
soAlnd can process the requests required for u and v to interact in
time O˜ (max(uL,vL)).
Consider the example in Figure 1, supposing A is Memcached.
While node D’s overall write(k,v) may take a long time to insert
(k,v ) in rings farther out, by the assumptions stated in Section 2.3
(which are valid at least for Memcached), the copy of this write
directed at ring 1 will hash to some node of distance no more than
21 from L, node E in this case. That (k,v ) pair becomes available
for reading at node E in time proportional to ring 1’s radius. The
subsequent read(k) by node B will fail to find k in ring 0, but its
Figure 2: Dividing a network into overlapping clusters around
multiple landmarks to achieve all-pairs locality preservation.
Each cluster’s size is constrained by higher-level landmarks;
top-level clusters (B2) cover the whole network. Nodes (e.g., A)
replicate requests to their own and outer rings for all landmarks
in their bunch.
read directed at ring 1 will hash to node E and find the (k,v ) pair
inserted by D in time proportional to ring 1’s radius.
If the request requires only a single communication round-trip,
as may be the case in a simple key/value store like Memcached,
then the total response time is bounded by the diameter of the ring
i through which two nodes interact. If A requires more complex
communication, requiring a polylogarithmic number of communi-
cation steps within ring i, for example – such as the O (logN ) steps
in a DHT such as Chord [45] – then Alnd ’s ring i still bounds the
network delay induced by each of those communication hops indi-
vidually to O˜ (2i ), yielding an overall processing delay of O˜ (2i ) =
O˜ (max(uL,vL)).
3.2 All-Pairs Locality Preservation
We now present a transform yielding an algorithm ALP that pre-
serves locality among all interacting pairs of nodes. The basic idea
is to instantiate the above landmark-centric locality scheme many
times, treating all nodes as landmarks distributed as in a compact
routing scheme [46, 47]. This process creates overlapping sets of
ring-structured instances of A around every node, rather than just
around a single designated landmark. This construction guarantees
that for every interacting pair of nodes u,v, both nodes will be able
to interact through some ring-instance that is both “small enough”
and “close enough” to both u and v to ensure that operations com-
plete in time proportional to uv. Despite producing a large (total)
number of A instances network-wide, most of them will contain
only a few participants and, thus, each node will need to participate
in a relatively small (polylogarithmic) number of instances of A.
The Landmark Hierarchy: We first assign each node v ∈ V a
landmark level lv from an exponential distribution with a base pa-
rameter B. We initially assign all nodes level 0, then for each succes-
sive level i, we choose each level i node uniformly at random with
probability 1/B to be “upgraded” to level i + 1. This process stops
when we produce the first empty level k, so with high probability
k ≈ logB (N ). Figure 2 illustrates an example landmark hierarchy,
with a single level 2 landmark B2, two level 1 landmarksC1 and D1,
and all other nodes (implicitly) being level 0 landmarks.
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Bunches: For every node u in the network, we compute a bunch
Bu representing the set of surrounding landmarks u will be aware
of, as in Thorup/Zwick compact routing [46]. To produceu’s bunch,
we search outward from u in the network, conceptually encounter-
ing every other node v in ascending order of its distance from u, as
in a traversal using Dijkstra’s single-source shortest-path algorithm
with u as the source. For each node v we encounter in this outward
search, we include v in u’s bunch if v’s landmark level lv is no
smaller than that of any node we have encountered so far. Stated
another way, if we assume u’s landmark level is 0 then in the out-
ward search we include in u’s bunch all the level 0 nodes until (and
only until) we encounter the first node at level 1 or higher. Then
we include all level 1 nodes – while ignoring all subsequent level 0
nodes – until we encounter the first node at level 2 or higher, and
so on until we encounter all nodes. In Figure 2, for example, node
A includes landmarks C1 and B2 in its bunch, but not D1, which is
farther from A than B2 is.
Due to the landmark level assignment method, we expect to ac-
cept about B nodes into u’s bunch at each level i, before encounter-
ing the first level i + 1 node and subsequently accepting no more
level i nodes. Since there are about logB (N ) levels total, with high
probability each node’s bunch will be of size |Bu | ≈ B logB (N ), us-
ing basic Chernoff bounds. This is the key property that enables us
to bound the number of instances of A that node u will ultimately
need to be aware of or participate in.
Clusters and Instantiating Alnd : For every node v having land-
mark level lv , we define v’s cluster as the set of nodes {u1,u2, . . . }
having v in their bunch: i.e., the set of nodes around v that are
close enough to “know about” v as a landmark. Node v is triv-
ially a member of its own cluster. For each node v, we apply the
landmark-centric locality scheme from Section 3.1 to all nodes in
v’s cluster, using v as the landmark L around whichAlnd forms its
up to log2 (R) ring-structured instances of A.
For each node u in v’s cluster, u will be a member of at least one
ofv’s ring-instances ofA, and potentially more than one in the case
of inclusive rings. We provide each such node u with the network
contact information (e.g., host names and ports) necessary for u to
submit requests to the instance ofA representing u’s own ring, and
to the instances ofA in all larger-radius rings aroundv. In Figure 2,
for example, B2’s top-level cluster encompasses the entire network,
while the clusters of lower-level landmarks such as C1 include only
nodes closer to C1 than to B2 (e.g., A).
Per-Node Participation Costs: Since every node v ∈ V is a land-
mark at some level, we ultimately deploy N = |V | total instances of
Alnd , or up to N log2 (R) total instances of the original algorithm
A throughout the network. Each node u’s bunch contains at most
≈ B logB (N ) landmarks {v1,v2, . . . }, and for each such landmark
v ∈ Bu , u maintains contact information for at most log2 (R) in-
stances of A forming rings around landmark v. Thus, each node
u is aware of – and participates in – at most ≈ B logB (N ) log2 (R)
instances of A total. This property ultimately ensures that the over-
heads ALP imposes at each node on a per-A-instance basis are
asymptotically O˜ (1) or polylogarithmic in both the network’s total
number of nodes N and radius spread R.
Handling Service Requests: When any node u introduces a ser-
vice request, u replicates and forwards simultaneous copies of the
request to all the appropriate instances of A, as defined by Alnd ,
around each of the landmarks in u’s bunch. Since u’s bunch con-
tains at most ≈ B logB (N ) landmarks with at most ≈ log2 (R) rings
each, u needs to forward at most ≈ B logB (N ) log2 (R) copies of
the request to distinct instances of A. As usual, we assume these
requests may be handled in parallel. In Figure 2, node A replicates
its read(k) request to the A instances representing rings 1 and 2
around landmark C1 (but not to C1’s inner ring 0). A also replicates
its request to rings 2 and 3 of top-level landmark B2, but not to B2’s
inner rings.
In practice, a straightforward and likely desirable optimization
is to “pace” requests by submitting them to nearby landmarks and
rings first, submitting requests to more distant landmarks and rings
only if nearby requests fail or time-out. For example, “expanding-
ring” search methods – common in ad-hoc routing [38] and peer-to-
peer search [34] – can preserve Crux’s locality guarantees within a
constant factor provided that search radius increases exponentially.
For conceptual simplicity, however, we assume that u launches all
replicated copies of each request simultaneously.
Interaction Locality: Using the same reasoning as in Thorup/Zwick’s
stretch 2k − 1 routing scheme [47], the landmark assignment and
bunch construction above guarantee that for any two nodes u,v in
the network, there will be some landmark L present in both u’s and
v’s bunches such that uL +vL ≤ (2k − 1)uv. This key locality guar-
antee relies only on the triangle inequality. Further, this property
represents a worst-case bound on stretch, or the ratio between the
distance of the indirect route via L (i.e., uL + vL), and the distance
of the direct route uv. Practical experience has shown that in typi-
cal networks, stretch is usually much smaller and often close to 1
(optimal) [30, 31].
Thus,ALP ’s landmark hierarchy ensures thatu andv can always
interact via some common landmark, L, using one of its Alnd ring
instances. Further, u’s and v’s landmark-centric distances uL and
vL are no more thanO (k ) = O (logN ) = O˜ (1) longer than the direct
point-to-point communication distance between u and v. Alnd in
turn guarantees that the instance of A deployed in the appropriate
ring around L will be able to process such requests in time propor-
tional to max(uL,vL). Thus, interactions between u and v via the
selected ring ultimately take time O˜ (ul ), yielding the desired local-
ity property.
3.3 Consistency
For a considerable class of applications, Crux’s default weak con-
sistency may be sufficient. For instance, when retrieving news feeds
or friend lists on social platforms, a low response time is more im-
portant than fully up-to-date information. However, many other ap-
plications require stronger consistency, in various flavors. For in-
stance, DNS implements eventual consistency: it allows outdated
records up to a certain age limit, because records rarely change.
Only for outdated records does the client incur the time penalty
of a round trip to higher-level DNS servers that have more fresh
data. Many other applications require strong consistency, where the
data the system returns needs to be the latest available. Some ex-
amples of the latter are financial applications, and coordination and
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resource-management applications where guarantees of atomicity
are needed.
We enhance Crux with a strong consistency model as an ex-
ample of the many possible ways to handle consistency. To en-
sure that a single Crux node can obtain exclusive access rights to
a given data item at any point in time, we adopt a token-based
approach [44], where we associate a token to each record R. In
essence, tokens automatically follow the usage pattern, which guar-
antees that a localized group of users accessing a data item ex-
perience low latency, proportional to their distance to each other.
Of course, if more distant users access the same data item, the la-
tency increases. Our design is merely one of many other possible
approaches toa˘consistency, such as lease-based consistency [24, 26,
29] or optimistic approaches that allow conflicts and reconcile them
later [28].
Strong consistency in ALP . We design strong consistency at the
granularity of a record: readers and writers for a record R retrieve,
respectively overwrite the latest value of R. A node u that wants
to access record R first needs to find and fetch R’s token from the
current owner node. To make tokens searchable, each token leaves
a trace as it moves from one owner to the next. The trace is simply
a data item that stores the current owner of the token – conceptually
similar to a pointer. u simply needs to follow a trace in order to
localize the current token owner and request the token.
Two questions arise at this point. First, how do we ensure each
node finds a trace for every token? And second, how do we ensure
traces are not too long, so that nodes do not iterate too long until
locating a token? To address the first issue, we design token storage
on a ring basis, namely the owner node for a token stores the token
in the ring where its client issued the last access to record R. corre-
sponding to the token. When a node acquires the token, it updates
the traces of that token in all its rings, and in the token’s previous
ring, to point to the token’s new ring. Since any pair of nodes has at
least one common ring, the token’s current owner and the token’s fu-
ture owner always intersect in a ring where the current owner writes
the trace and the future owner reads it. Regarding the second issue,
because the tokens are stored per ring, a token’s trace cannot get
longer than the total number of rings, which is polylogarithmic in
the network’s diameter. Thus, the latency introduced by following
a trace is within the bounds we aim for.
We illustrate token traces in Figure 3. We assume all data items
not created or accessed yet have an implicit token in a well-known
global ring (Ring 1 in this example holds the token for record R).
NodeW issues a write operation for record R. Before the operation
takes place, it searches for a token trace in rings it is part of, in or-
der of increasing diameter, and finds the token in Ring 1. It acquires
the token, executes the write operation in Ring 1, releases the token,
and then updates the token’s trace in parallel in its other rings. Only
the token transfer needs to be atomic; traces can be updated asyn-
chrously in parallel, because they are simply hints for the token’s
location and, thus, they can propagate lazily and tolerate temporar-
ily inconsistency. Before reading the record, node L explores its
rings and finds the trace in Ring 3 pointing to R’s token, fetches the
token and the latest value of R from Ring 5, and updates in parallel
the traces in the rings it is a member of, namely Ring 3 and Ring 1,
and in the token’s former ring, i.e., Ring 5.
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Figure 3: Token trace in strongly-consistent Crux.
If several nodes attempt to fetch a particular token at the same
time, they create a “thundering herd” situation: many nodes through-
out a large network submit requests to a single node for a popular
data item at once, overloading the current token holder. The issue
becomes more severe when requests originate in large outer rings
towards a small inner ring. We address the problem by establishing
a locking mechanism at each step (in each ring) along the trace, so
that only one node who wants the token can follow it inward and
impose load on the small rings at once.
One reliablity challenge is to ensure that locks are eventually
released even if the node holding a lock fails. We currently adopt
the standard solution of using timeouts as an (admittedly imperfect)
failure detector triggering the forcible release of the lock. Improved
approaches are possible, though we defer them for future work.
Future optimizations. One challenge is to avoid starvation: lock-
ing prevents DDoS, however, it favors nodes nearby to obtain the
lock in a specific ring, because they have a lower latency to that
ring than nodes located farther away. To provide fairness, we could
use a standard waiting queue technique. Nodes attempting to fetch
a token register themselves in a waiting queue at each step along
the trace, which bounds their waiting time. We leave fairness imple-
mentation as future work.
Another optimization is to provide separate read and write tokens
per record, in the spirit of shared locks and exclusive locks in con-
currency control systems. This would improve the latency of heavy
read workloads when readers are scarce and potentially located in
farther rings. However, we leave as future work a full description of
such as system.
3.4 Load and Capacity Considerations
As noted earlier, we can choose either inclusive or exclusive rings in
the intermediate landmark-centric algorithmAlnd . Exclusive rings
have the advantage that each node in an Alnd instance participates
in exactly one ring around the landmark L, and hence in only one
A instance per landmark. Inclusive rings require nodes in the inner
rings to participate in up to log2 (R) rings around L, and hence in
multiple distinct instances of A per landmark.
Inclusive rings. Potentially compensating for this increased par-
ticipation cost, however, the inclusive ring design has the desirable
property that every nodeu that increases system load by introducing
requests, replicates those requests only to instances of A in which
u itself participates. If u’s bunch includes landmark L and u is in L’s
ring i, for correctness u must replicate its requests to all of L’s rings
numbered i or higher as discussed above.
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The request-processing workload imposed on any particular in-
stance of A comes only from members of that same instance of A,
and hence ALP preserves A’s capacity-scaling properties. Specif-
ically, take the example of an A instance distributed over n nodes
scales gracefully to handle requests at rates up to ≈ nr , Because
each A instance within an ALP network of size n serves only re-
quests originating from within its n-node membership, it needs to
handle at most a ≈ nr total request rate.
Exclusive rings. With exclusive rings, members of inner rings
around some landmark L must still submit requests to outer rings
they are not members of. Thus, some highly populous inner ring
might overload a much sparser outer ring instance with more re-
quests than the outer instance of A can collectively handle. With
inclusive rings such capacity imbalance does not arise because all
the members of the populous inner ring are also members of the
larger outer rings and, by virtue of their membership, increase the
outer rings’ capacity to handle the inner rings’ imposed load.
4 APPLYING CRUX IN REALISTIC SYSTEMS
We now explore ways to apply the Crux transform to practical dis-
tributed algorithms. We approach the task of implementing Crux as
an initial instance assignment process, followed by a dynamic re-
quest replication process during system operation. We summarize
how we applied Crux to build three example locality-preserving sys-
tems based on Memcached, Bamboo, and Redis.
4.1 Instance Assignment
We treat instance assignment as a centralized pre-processing step,
which might be deployed as a periodic “control-plane” activity in
today’s data center or software-defined networks [37], for exam-
ple. Nonetheless, we expect it should be possible to build fully dis-
tributed, “peer-to-peer” Crux systems requiring no central process-
ing, challenge that we defer to future work.
Crux instance assignment takes as input a suitable network map,
represented as a matrix of round-trip latencies, or some other suit-
able metric, between all pairs of nodes u and v. In our ≈100-node
prototype deployments, a centralized server simply runs a script on
each node u measuring u’s minimum ping latency to all other nodes
v. More mature deployments could use more efficient and scalable
network mapping techniques [35]. Crux processes this network map
first by assigning each node u a landmark level, then computing u’s
bunch Bu and clusterCu according to u’s level and distance relation
to other nodes. As described in Section 3.2, Crux uses the computed
bunches to identify which landmarks’ ring instances each node will
join.
For every node u in nodev’s clusterCv (includingv itself), Crux
assigns u to a single ring (with exclusive rings) or a set of consec-
utive rings (with inclusive rings) around v. Across all nodes, each
non-empty ring constructed in this fashion corresponds to a unique
instance of A in which the assigned nodes participate. Crux then
transmits this instance information to all nodes, at which point they
launch or join their A instances.
4.2 Request Replication in ALP
After computing and launching the appropriate A instances, Crux
must subsequently interpose on all service requests introduced by
(or via) member nodes, and replicate those requests to the appropri-
ate set of A instances.
In our prototype, the central controller deploys on each node
u not just the instance configuration information computed as de-
scribed above, but also a trigger script specific to the particular algo-
rithmA. This trigger script emulates the interface a client normally
uses to interact with an instance of A, transparently interposing on
requests submitted by clients and replicating these requests in paral-
lel to all the A instances u participates in. This interposing trigger
script thus makes the full ALP deployment appear to clients as a
single instance ofA. Although many aspects of Crux are automatic
and generic to any algorithm A, our current approach does require
manual construction of this algorithm-specific trigger script.
4.3 Example Applications of Crux
Crux intentionally abstracts the notion of an underlying scalable
distributed algorithm A, so as to transform a general class of dis-
tributed systems into a locality-preserving counterpart ALP . This
section discusses our experience transforming three widely-used
distributed services. We deployed all three services with no mod-
ifications to the source code of the underlying system.
Memcached: We used Memcached [21] as an example of a dis-
tributed key/value caching service, where a collection of servers
listens for and processes Put and Get requests from clients. A Put
stores a key/value pair at a server, while a Get fetches a value by
its associated key. Clients use a consistent hash on keys, modulo
the number of servers in a sorted list of servers, to select the server
responsible for a particular key. Servers do not communicate or co-
ordinate with each other at all, which is feasible forMemcached due
to its best-effort semantics, which make no consistency guarantees.
We chose to deploy Memcached using Crux because of its gen-
eral popularity with high-traffic sites [21] and its simple interaction
model. In our deployment, we map eachA ring instance in a node’s
cluster to a collection of servers acting as a single Memcached in-
stance. Each node’s trigger script simply maintains a separate set of
servers for each of its instances and then uses a consistent hash to
select the server to handle each request.
Bamboo: We next built a locality-preserving deployment of Bam-
boo [15], a distributed hash table (DHT) descended from Pastry [41],
relying on the same Crux instance membership logic as in Mem-
cached. We chose a DHT example because of their popularity in
storage systems, and because DHTs represent more complex “multi-
hop” distributed protocols requiring multiple internal communica-
tion rounds to handle each client request. Instantiating a Bamboo
instance requires the servers to coordinate and build a distributed
structure, but clients need only know of one server in the DHT in-
stance in order to issue requests. A DHT like Bamboo may in prin-
ciple scale more effectively thanMemcached to services distributed
across a large numbers of nodes, since each client need not obtain
– or keep up-to-date – a “master list” of all servers comprising the
DHT instance.
Redis: Lastly, we built a locality-preserving publish/subscribe
service built on the pub/sub functionality in Redis [40]. In this pub/sub
model, clients may subscribe to named channels, and henceforth re-
ceive copies of messages other clients publish to these channels. As
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in the Memcached example, clients use consistent hashing on the
channel name to select the Redis server (from a sorted server list)
responsible for a given channel within anA instance. When a client
subscribes to a particular channel, it maintains a persistent TCP con-
nection to the selected Redis server so that it can receive published
messages without polling.
5 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
The graph production component, written in Python and shell scripts,
takes as input a list of hosts on which to deploy. A central server pro-
duces a graph containing vertices (hosts) and edges (network prop-
agation delay between hosts). This process has running time on the
order of the size of the graph and is heavily influenced by the net-
work delay between hosts. For the roughly 100-node deployment
used in the evaluation, generating the graph took less than one hour
for a maximum observed inter-node latency of ≈500ms.
The graph processing component, written in C and C++, reads
the input graph, assigns a level to each node and produces the bunches
and clusters forming the distributed cover tree. Graph processing
has running time on the order of the number nodes and is heavily
influenced by the maximum landmark level constant, k, where a
smaller k increases the processing time. For 100 nodes and k = 2,
processing takes roughly 1 second, while processing a graph of
350, 000 nodes with k as small as 4 completes in roughly 30 sec-
onds.
The deployment component, written in Python, first translates
the bunches and clusters from the graph processing stage into A
instance membership lists. Next, it triggers each participating node
to download a zipped archive containing the instance membership
lists, the trigger script and executables of the underlying A imple-
mentation. A local script launches or joins any of the node’s mem-
ber instances, after which the trigger script begins listening for and
servicing operations. Our current prototype supports only batch op-
erations for testing and does not include a “drop-in” replacement
user interface for generic client use.
We implemented strongly-consistent Crux on top of Apache Cas-
sandra [2], a NoSQL database management system, which we use
to store tokens, token traces and locks. We use Cassandra to ensure
inside each ring consistent operations, storage distrbution, failure
management, as a building block for inter-ring strong-consistency,
which Crux provides. We deploy a Cassandra instance per ring on
each node member of the ring. To ensure read / write operations
(e.g., reading a token trace) inside a ring are consistent, nodes exe-
cute them on a majority of nodes inside the ring. Our implementa-
tion is written in Python.
6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section evaluates our Crux prototype, first by examining the
effect of the level constant k on per-node storage costs, second, in
large-scale distributed deployments on PlanetLab [19], and, third,
by measuring the cost of strong consistency. All experiments, ex-
pect the last, use a network graph consisting of 96 PlanetLab nodes.
The experiment on strong consistency uses a mesh-like network of
72 Deterlab [20] nodes. The live experiments use inclusive rings ex-
cept where otherwise noted, and measure the end-to-end latency of
interactions between pairs of nodes.
6.1 Compact Graph Properties
Recall that Crux’s graph processing component collects landmarks
into each node’s bunch in order of increasing distance from the node
and landmark level. The maximum level constant k plays a central
role in determining the expected per node bunch size and, thus, in-
fluences the overhead of joining multiple instances of A.
A smaller k creates fewer landmark levels, causing a node to
encounter more nodes at its own level – adding them to its bunch
– before reaching a higher-leveled node. Conversely, a larger k in-
creases the chance that a node encounters a higher-leveled node,
reducing growth of the node’s bunch at each level. Of course, k also
affects the worst-case “stretch” guarantee, and hence how tightly
Crux preserves locality. A larger k increases worst-case interaction
between two nodes u and v to a larger multiple of their pairwise
distance uv.
Figure 4 demonstrates the effect the maximum level constant k
has on nodes’ average bunch size. The red line represents the ex-
pected bunch size for any node, calculated as: kn1/k , while the
green line shows the actual average bunch size per node. A k of
1 (not shown) trivially allows for no stretch and requires the full
N × N all-pairs shortest path calculation (every node is in every
other node’s bunch). When k = 2, all nodes are assigned level 0 or 1
and have an expected versus actual bunch size of 20 and 17, respec-
tively. Using k = 5 produces the smallest actual bunch sizes for this
network, at around 7, with the comparatively weaker guarantee that
inter-node interaction latency could be as high as 2 × 7 − 1 = 13×
the actual pairwise latency. (Increasing k above 5 actually increases
the expected bunch size because the n in kn1/k remains constant.)
We next consider the expected versus actual number of A in-
stances that each node must create or join based on its bunch and
cluster. These benchmarks present both inclusive ring instances,
where a member of one ring instance is also a member of all larger
ring instances around the same landmark, and exclusive ring in-
stances. The upper bound on actual instance memberships for in-
clusive rings is the expected bunch size multiplied by the maximum
number of rings around a landmark: kn1/k log2 (R), where R repre-
sents the radius spread as previously defined.
Figure 5 shows the expected upper bound on instance member-
ships versus the actual average number of instance memberships.
The graph indicates that while the upper bound on instance mem-
berships can be quite high, the average expected memberships are
much lower, always less than 50 distinct A instances in our experi-
ments, regardless of exclusivity, and averaging roughly 20 instances
when k = 5.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution function of the num-
ber of instance memberships per node using a level constant k = 5.
This second experiment uses a new random level assignment but
corroborates the trends identified in Figure 5 that a majority of the
96 nodes must join less than 20 distinct A instances when using
k = 5, for a stretch factor of 2 ∗ 5 − 1 = 9.
In summary, the per-instance costs of A and tolerance for addi-
tional interaction latency determines the ideal value for k. Subse-
quent experiments use k = 5.
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6.2 Locality-PreservingMemcached
We now evaluate the total interaction latency for a Crux deployment
usingMemcached as algorithmA. We define aMemcached interac-
tion as a Put operation initiated by a nodeu with a random key/value
pair, followed by a Get operation initiated by a different node v to
retrieve the same key/vale pair. We define the interaction latency as
the sum of the fastest Get and Put request replicas that “meet” at a
common Memcached instance, as further detailed below.
The workload for these experiments consists of nearly 100 Put
operations by each node using keys selected randomly from a set
of all unique 2-tuples of server identifiers. For example, a node u
performing a Put operation might randomly select the key ⟨u,v,w⟩,
where v uniquely identifies another node (e.g., by hostname) andw
is an integer identifier between 0 and 9. Node u then uses this key to
insert a string value into all theA instances of which it is a member
(in Crux), or the single, global A instance otherwise. Nodes then
initiate Get operations, using the subset of random keys that were
chosen for Put operations. This ensures that all Get requests always
succeed in at least one A instance.
Given the above workload, the interaction latency for a single
global Memcached instance is simply the latency of node u’s Put
operation plus the latency of node v’s (always successful) Get op-
eration. Crux of course replicates u’s Put operation to multiple in-
stances, and we do not know in advance from which A instance
node v will successfully Get the key. We therefore record all Put
and Get operation latencies, and afterwards identify the smallestA
ring instance through which u and v interacted, recording the sum
of those particular Put and Get latencies as the interaction latency
for Crux. Although the Get operation in this experiment does not
occur immediately after its corresponding Put, we take the sum of
these two latencies as “interaction latency” in the sense that this is
the shortest possible delay with which a value could in principle
propagate from u to v via this Put/Get pair, supposing v launched
its Get at “exactly the right moment” to obtain the value of u’s Put,
but no earlier.
The collection of PlanetLab servers for these experiments have
pairwise latencies ranging from 66 microseconds to 449 millisec-
onds. For simplicity, the servers in the experiment also act as the
clients, initiating all Put and Get operations. In the presence of an
occasional node failure, we discard the interaction from the results.
Figure 7 shows the interaction latency as defined above when us-
ing Crux versus a singleMemcached instance. For visual clarity, we
group all interactions into one of thirteen “buckets” and then plot
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Figure 7: Median and 90th percentile interaction latencies as
measured in Crux versus a single, globalMemcached instance.
the median and 90th percentile latency for each bucket. Addition-
ally, the graph plots the y = x line as a reference for the expected
lower bound on interaction latency.
The graph shows that Put/Get interaction latency in Crux closely
approximates real internode network latency. For extremely close
nodes (e.g., real internode latency ≪1ms), Crux appears to hit a
bottleneck beyond the raw network latency, perhaps inMemcached
itself. However, the median Crux latency of roughly 1ms for these
nearby nodes represents nearly a 3 orders of magnitude improve-
ment on the median Memcached latency. In a comparative baseline
configuration with a single Memcached instance distributed across
the whole network (blue lines in Figure 7), the observed interaction
latency unsurprisingly remains roughly constant, dominated by the
graph’s global delay diameter and largely independent of distance
between interacting nodes.
The CDF in Figure 8 shows the total number of Put and Get
operations serviced by all nodes, in a single global Memcached in-
stance versus a Crux deployment using either inclusive or exclu-
sive rings. The near-uniform load on all nodes in the baselineMem-
cached instance indicates the consistent hashing scheme success-
fully distributes work. Both Crux variants incur more overhead than
the baseline case of a single Memcached instance, and Crux’s non-
uniform level assignment causes a wider variance in total operations
each node services, though load remains generally predictable with
no severe outliers. The order of magnitude increase in total opera-
tions is expected given the additional A instance memberships for
each node, and represents the main cost of preserving locality with
Crux.
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measured in Crux versus a single, global DHT instance. The
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6.3 Locality-Preserving DHT
We now evaluate Crux applied to the Bamboo [15] open-source
distributed hash table (DHT), comparing a Crux-transformed de-
ployment against the baseline of a single network-wide Bamboo
instance. As in Memcached, our goal is to exploit locality in DHT
lookups by maintaining multiple DHT instances so that a node v’s
Get operation succeeds within the closest DHT instance that it shares
with node u, the initiator of the Put. This experiment uses the same
input graph and random key selection workload as in the previous
experiment. Additionally, these experiments record Crux’s interac-
tion latency in the same way: we observe all Put latencies for a
given key and then add the latency of the quickest Get lookup to the
Put latency for the particular shared DHT instance.
Figure 9 shows the median and 90th percentile latencies for inter-
action via DHT Put and Get operations, using Crux versus a single
global Bamboo instance. The red line in the graph shows the mini-
mum interaction latency we experimentally found to be achievable
across any pair of nodes; this appears to be the point at which de-
lays other than network latencies begin to dominate Bamboo’s per-
formance. To identify this lower bound, we created a simple 2-node
DHT instance using nodes connected to the same switch with a net-
work propagation delay of just 66microseconds. We then measured
the latency of a Put and Get interaction between these nodes, which
consistently took roughly 10ms.
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Figure 10: Median and 90th percentile interaction latencies as
measured in Crux versus a single, global pub/sub instance.
The graph shows promising gains at the median latency for nearby
nodes in Crux when compared to a single DHT instance. As ex-
pected, the variance in the median and 90th percentile latencies for
the single global DHT instance is quite small, once again showing
that the expected delay for a non-locality-preserved algorithm is a
function of the graph’s delay diameter. Crux shows a definite trend
towards the y = x line for real internode distances above approx-
imately 10ms, but in general, the multi-hop structure of the DHT
dampens the gains with Crux. While we expect this, the tightness
with which Crux tracks the implementation-specific lower bound
on internode latency suggests that a more efficient DHT implemen-
tation might increase Crux’s benefits further.
6.4 Locality-Preserving Pub/Sub
We next evaluate Crux’s ability to reduce interaction latency in a
publish/subscribe (pub/sub) distributed system based on Redis [40].
Unlike Memcached and Bamboo, where we defined interaction la-
tency as the sum of distinct Put andGet operation latencies, a pub/sub
interaction is a single contiguous process: an initiating node pub-
lishes a message to a named channel, at which point Redis proac-
tively forwards the message to any nodes subscribed to that chan-
nel.
This experiment uses the same input graph and random key se-
lection workload as in the previous experiments, but changes the
latency measurement method to account for contiguous pub/sub in-
teractions. Crux deploys a set of independent Redis servers for each
A instance, and clients use a consistent hash on the channel name
to choose the Redis server responsible for that channel. The ex-
periment effectively implements a simple “ping” via pub/sub: two
clients u and v each subscribe to a common channel, then u pub-
lishes a message to that channel, which v sees and responds to via
another message on the same channel. Since this process effectively
yields two pub/sub interactions, we divide the total time measured
by u in half to yield interaction latency.
Figure 10 shows the median and 90th percentile measured inter-
action latencies for pub/sub interactions using Crux, again versus
a single global pub/sub instance. As in Memcached, the pub/sub
experiment shows the greatest gains for nearby nodes, recording
median latencies close to 1ms compared to Redis’ normal median
latency of over 500ms, orders of magnitude improvement over the
baseline. Furthermore, pub/sub does not exhibit the bottleneck lower
bound on interaction latency we observed with Bamboo. As in all
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Figure 11: CDF of the operation latencies in a strongly consis-
tent model depending on locality.
of the experiments, the median and 90th percentile latencies for the
single global instance of Redis hold steady around 500ms, remain-
ing a function of the graph’s delay diameter and independent of
internode network latency.
6.5 Latency Cost of Strong Consistency
The purpose of this experiment is to test Crux’s applicability to
strongly-consistent distributed systems such as scale-out databases.
However, Cassandra was not designed for this usage model and is
completely unoptimized for it, thus there are many optimization op-
portunities that this experiment does not explore but are left for fu-
ture work.
To estimate the overhead of strongly-consistent Crux, we mea-
sure the time required for a write request initiated by clients and
submitted to a Crux site. We distinguish four experimental scenar-
ios, from localized to global communication among clients: in a
ring of 50ms diameter (Ring 0), 100ms diameter (Ring 1), 200ms
diameter, and finally in a random order across the network (350ms
diameter).
The workload consists of nearly 100 write operations from a
client. The CDF of the measured latencies for each scenario is shown
in Figure 11. When the operations originate in a small ring and are
localized, nodes need to perform fewer read/write queries to acquire
a token and, as result, they finish operations faster. A write opera-
tion in Ring 0 re-quires on average less than 400 ms. The grow-
ing ring diameter results in longer communication delays and, thus,
slower operations. Random access is slowest, as expected, because
tokens traverse the entire network.
7 DISCUSSION
Node load. The cost of Crux’s locality guarantees consists in an
increased node load: with inclusive rings, nodes in our experiments
participate in 15 and up to 34 instances, though these costs depend
on tunable parameters. Because many of these instances are actu-
ally concentric rings around shared centers (containing strict sub-
sets of nodes), they are often easy to optimize into a single "ring-
aware" instance of the underlying algorithm. Crux’s overhead may
or may not be acceptable depending on the application, deployment
requirements, and hardware, and especially on the relative impor-
tance of locality preservation versus the costs of handling the addi-
tional load.
8 RELATEDWORK
The construction of multipleA instances in Crux builds directly on
landmark [48] and compact routing schemes [46, 47], which aim to
store less routing information in exchange for longer routes. Tech-
niques such as IP Anycast [13] and geolocation [27] or GeoDNS [23]
attempt to increase locality by connecting a client to the physically
closest server, but these schemes work at the network level without
any understanding or knowledge about the application running atop
it.
Crux’s tiered architecture reminds of Freenet’s and Gnutella’s
tiered file search through super-nodes [5, 43], although these sys-
tems do not aim for or provide locality awareness.
Distributed storage systems [18, 45] and CDNs [6, 22] often em-
ploy data replication [25] and migration [17, 51] to reduce client
interaction latency, with varying consistency models [32]. Some
distributed hash table (DHT) schemes, such as Kademlia [36], in-
clude provisions attempting to improve locality. Many systems are
optimized for certain workloads [18] or specific algorithms, such as
Coral’s use of hierarchical routing in DHTs [22].
Like Crux, Piccolo [39] exploits locality during distributed com-
putation, but it represents a new programming model, whereas Crux
offers a “black box” transformation applicable to existing software.
Canal [49] recently used landmark techniques for the different pur-
pose of increasing the scalability of Sybil attack resistant reputation
systems. Brocade [50] uses the concept of “supernodes” to intro-
duce hierarchy and improve routing in DHTs, but selects supern-
odes via heuristics and makes no quantifiable locality preservation
guarantees.
Awerbuch et al. [14] propose clustering techniques that preserve
locality in arbitrary networks, which could be used for Crux clus-
tering. However, they appear to incur O (n2) storage and time com-
plexity for computation/layout.
9 CONCLUSION
Crux introduces a general framework to create locality-preserving
deployments of existing distributed systems. Building on ideas em-
bodied in compact graph processing schemes, Crux bounds the la-
tency of nodes interacting via a distributed service to be propor-
tional to the network delay between those nodes, by deploying mul-
tiple instances of the underlying distributed algorithm. Experiments
with an unoptimized prototype indicate that Crux can achieve or-
ders of magnitude better latency when nearby nodes interact via the
system. We anticipate there are many ways to develop and optimize
Crux further, in both generic and algorithm-specific ways.
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